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Draco, the free online browser MMORPG. Your life for the Hive.

Developer Evolution Vault revealed today their new pet project.

July 8, 2010 - PRLog -- Evolution Vault, developer of online browser games (Xeno) and free war games
(Asgard Heroes), revealed today their new pet project called Draco, a free browser-based MMORPG.

The story of the game is that the Avatar has awakened and ascended into space, searching for fresh blood.
Highly efficient killers with the sole purpose of consuming all living, "the Avatars are a symbiotic species
which assimilated millions of hosts throughout the galaxy, in order to thrive and be able to modify their
surroundings." Bloodthirsty to the extreme, these predators will always seek out new ways to further evolve
themselves and become more efficient killers. Welcome to Draco, a world of heroes and warlords, a world
of endless possibilities!

"Say hello to the newest browser-based fantasy game from the inter web, stated Radu Soldan, CEO of
Evolution Vault. As with all respected browser games, to play Draco all you need is your browser; no
downloads are necessary. And the game is completely free! Get ready to start your journey to the stars and
beyond in an epic quest of galactic conquest with the Zerg... pardon, the Avatar," added the developer of
online browser games.

ABOUT DRACO
Draco is a sci-fi browser game which takes only 5 minutes to learn and can become extremely addictive
with time. You can play discretely from work or school with your friends; or you can make new ones,
online. The Draconians are destroyers of worlds, harbingers of death; you will love playing with them. 

GAME FEATURES
- No downloads necessary and free to play, forever, no hidden fees;
- Create guilds, trade, attack and invade the weak;
- Control thousands of ravenous creatures in your browser;
- Play whenever you want, from wherever you want;
- Continually evolve; evolution is never complete for the Avatar;
- Choose one side and build your legend!

If you're one of those people who still enjoy playing online browser MMORPG games, Draco will deliver
on all counts. Get a taste of what is like to be a feared galactic warlord! Your life for the Hive? Register to
start playing immediately: http://www.freeonlinebrowsermmorpg.com

# # #

ABOUT EVOLUTION VAULT
Evolution Vault was established in October 2005 as an independent developer of computer games. Today,
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Evolution Vault is expanding its territory towards free browser games with Xeno, Asgard Heroes and
Draco, while focusing in providing a consistent gaming environment for players worldwide.

--- End ---

Source Evolution Vault
City/Town Iasi
State/Province Iasi
Zip 700733
Country Romania
Industry Computers, Games, Internet
Tags Online Browser Mmorpg, Online Browser Games, Free War Games, Browser Games
Link https://prlog.org/10784575
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